RE: Obtain Permission – Book request

Oreni Gordillo, Sangio (ELS-OX)
<orenigordillo@elsevier.com>

Subject: Re: Obtain Permission – Book request

Sent: 03 January, 2017 07:21

To: Oreni Gordillo, Sergio (ELS-OX)

Dear Oreni,

Thank you for your response.

I will need figure 7.2 (4 and 8-2 figures) for my article.

Thank you,

Nabin

Subject: Re: Obtain Permission – Book request

Sent: 24 December, 2016 10:27 AM

To: Nabin Paudel

Subject: Obtain Permission – Book request

Title: Dr. Nabin Paudel

In order to proceed with your request, I would be grateful if you could please confirm the exact number of figures you would like to include in your new work.

With kind regards,

Sergio Oreni Gordillo

Right Associate - Global Rights Department | ELSEVIER |

The Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidlington | Oxford OX5 1GB | United Kingdom | Tel: +44 1865 843227 | Fax: +44 1865 843333

n.gordillo@elsevier.com

---

A review of the international landscape of academic publishing and its implications for researchers and institutions.

- Dr. Nabin Paudel

---

Title: Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus, 4th Edition

Book ISBN: 9780702040919

Book Author: Craig S. Hoyt, MD, MA and David Taylor, MD, FRCS, FRCS (C), FR(CPhth), DSc (Med)

Book Year: 2012

Book Pages: 45 to 54

Book Chapter number: 7

Book Chapter Title: Examination, history and special tests in pediatric ophthalmology

I would like to use: Figure(s)

Quantity of material: I need the figures of interesting toys and methods to examine young children.

Exceptions: Are you the author of the Elsevier material? No

If not, is the Elsevier author involved? No

If yes, please provide details of how the Elsevier author is involved: In what format will you use the material? Print and Electronic

Will you be translating the material? No

If yes, specify language: Information about proposed use: Review in a journal/magazine

Proposed use text: Intended Publisher: Wiley Science Title: Examining vision in young children: Practice tips

Additional Comments / Information: